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Consise biography:
Dr. Shefket KRCIC (Plav, March 15, 1953), Bosniak idealist philosopher, writer and
highly oppositional critical liberal intellectual and political analyst, fighter for
democracy, freedom and human rights. He was born in a respectable Muslim family
in Plav in 1953. He studied classical high school in Plav and Rozaje with great
success.
He completed his studies in philosophy, sociology and literature and master's degree
with the highest grades at the University of Belgrade. He is a double Doctor of
Science, Idealist Philosophy at the University of St. Cyril and Methodius in Skopje
(1986) and a Doctor of Literary Aesthetics at the University of Zagreb (1987). He has
been creating for five decades.
He started his university career at the University of Belgrade, from where he was
brought in 1983 due to a rigged affair. For a lecturer at the Faculty of Philosophy in
Nikšić, University of Montenegro, where he was the head of the Department of
Philosophy and Sociology and edited the university journal and the Logos Trumpet.
Bogdan Šesic, Ph.D. Vujadin Jokić, Ph.D. Slobodan Tomović (who will be fired by
Minister Vjera in the early 1990s) was his key collegial advisor.
Since l984. until 1990. He was the head of the Association of Philosophical Societies
of Yugoslavia and the organizer of the first Congress of Philosophers, Herceg Novi in
1988. President of the Society of Ethicists and Aesthetics of Montenegro. He has held
numerous management positions and is a winner of international awards. Now he is
the president of “Mainstream of Bosniaks”
As a fierce critic of the dictatorial Milosevic and Djukanovic regimes, he was removed
from the University of Montenegro in early 1992 for political reasons. The decision to
return to the University was made three times, at the suggestion of domestic and
world intellectuals, but the decisions were not implemented.
He has been creating since high school. He has published thirty major works in
philosophy, twenty works in literature and a dozen works in critical political
journalism and ten works in textbook university literature in the fields of History of
Philosophy, Philosophy of Life, Ethics, Logic, Aesthetics, Methodology of History of

Original Ideas. Main work. ENCYCLOPEDIA OF SANDZAK CULTURE in five volumes, in
which he processed over 10,000 relevant determinants. He has taught the following
philosophical disciplines at universities: History of Philosophy, Modern Philosophy,
German Class Philosophy, Contemporary Philosophy, Ethics, Aesthetics, Logic,
Rhetoric, Epistemology, Philosophy of Religion, Epistemology, Philosophy of Religion,
Philosophy of Religion and erosions. discipline of the spirit.
Significant activities have proven to be a critical integralist in the 2006 Community
Preservation Bloc. in this domain, his original critical speech at the political gathering
is remembered, in April 2006 in Mojkovac, Plav, Berane, Bijelo Polje, Pljevlja, Rozaje
and other tribunes.
At universities, from Novi Pazar, Belgrade, Nis, Subotica, Szeged, Skopje, Sarajevo,
Tuzla, Travnik, Gorazde, where he serves as vice-rector for science and publishing.
Organizer of the International Conference ETHICS OF BOSNIA and member of the
International Editorial Board of this prestigious magazine. He is the founder of
numerous cultural institutions and scientific institutes at several universities. He is the
initiator of the Plav Literary Meetings (1975), the Literary Meetings "Avdo
Mededovic" (Obrov, Akovo, 1988), the October Sandzak Literary Meetings (1990,
Novi Pazar), and the Literary Meetings "Muhamed Abdagic" (Sjenica 1992). and
university journals.
He showed the main activities in his work in conducting DIALOGUE BETWEEN.
DIFFERENT CONFESSIONS, as well as meeting culture from different positions.
He is a member of the International PEN Center and the Guide to European
Philosophers.
Regardless of the fact that fate led him into the world, he never left Montenegro.
He lives in Plav and on the route Novi Pazar - Sarajevo - Gorazde where he works as
a visiting professor at several universities in the region. In Novi Pazar, he founded the
Sandzak Library, and in his homeland, the Ikre Library in Plav.

